Connecting your business
ADSI Client Case Study
Our Client – Models 1/ Elite Model Agency
Models 1 is one of the world’s leading and renowned model agencies. Since its
inception in 1968, Models 1 has represented the essence of what the British
modelling industry has become today.
Models 1 is wholly owned and run by its British management, who acquired the
business through an MBO in 1999. They have represented the likes of Twiggy,
Penelope Tree, Linda Evangelista, Erin O'Connor and Yasmin Le Bon over the
years.
ADSI have been looking after the mobile telecoms for the company since 2010.
Over the past years the business has been at the forefront of technology and the
requirements for mobile devices and tablets has increased to truly provide mobility
and flexibility every day.

Services provided by ADSI


Complete account management for the company mobiles
One account manager; a single point of contact






Devices primarily Apple iPhones & iPads

Monthly Bill review to client’s requirements; spend analysis and advice


On-going support from our team of specialists

Connecting your business
Telecoms Savings
ADSI monitors and manages the Models One account to ensure that they have the
most cost effective tariffs in place for their requirements.
The company receive monthly bill manager reports providing detailed breakdown
of all the costs along with advice on call expenditure and future recommendation.
This ensures that the correct voice and data tariffs are in place every month and if
any overspend appears likely ADSI can act quickly and effectively to control and
contain these costs.

International Business
Models 1 operate internationally. Staff & Models participate in events and shows
worldwide therefore the company require the best and most suitable data & voice
solutions to meet their international requirements. ADSI ensure that, when required,
users have the correct and most cost effective bolt-ons for the countries being
called and visited.

Support
ADSI have a dedicated support team on hand to help with any queries and
requests that occur. Our team will answer the phone within 3 rings.

Feedback
“‘Welcome to the World of Mobile Technology’, ADSI form a vital part of
our arsenal to allow us to get on with life. They have been integral to our
business growth providing a reliable and cost effective way to run an
essential service to our company and staff who rely on constant
communication.
As a company and personally, ADSI know exactly who we are and our habits
so can advise and manage our services honestly and precisely.
You have to enjoy working with suppliers otherwise what’s the point? It’s an honest, open
and thorough relationship that we are very grateful to have in our business life.”

Nick Frost, Models 1
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